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ABSTRACT

The dosimetry is one of the crucial techniques that are needed to assure personal safety and facilities security in the areas of high radioactivity as nuclear power plants or powerful experimental research infrastructure (LHC, XFEL, ITER). Until now, the common electronic dosimeters are based on the silicon diodes or field effect transistors what limits the measured dose value up to few Mrad, as the higher levels lead to the device saturation. The other techniques that allows for higher dose measurement (up to 100 Mrad and more) are based mostly on the variation of physic-chemical parameters of different materials but need the post measurement treatment of the sensor that has to be taken out of the monitored zone and use of the special equipment what makes the continuous measurement impossible. Moreover, in case of nuclear reactors the access to the radioactive zones is limited what leads to the measurement frequency in range of a few times per year.
The solution that may overcome that problem is the use of the recently developed innovative concept of the passive sensors that are interrogated by the radar technique. Such a solution uses the small (millimeter sized) micro-resonators designed for the ultra high frequency (about 30GHz) that are connected to the antenna and serve as its load. Any change of the resonant frequency of the resonator may be detected as the shift in the radar echo of the antenna. The sensor is interrogated by the directional radar and the reflected signal is analyzed. The associate transduction principle is that the resonator changes its resonant frequency due to the variation of the specific measured physical value like temperature, pressure or humidity. In our case, we proposed to use the known principle of Hydrogen-pressure dosimeters (HPD) where the polymer material dehydrogenates under irradiation. However, using the MEMS technology we want to miniaturize it and combine with the RF pressure transducer, in order to obtain the miniature (about 4 mm square) passive dosimeter.
The main advantages of such a system are the passive (battery less) operation mode and radar interrogation what assures the distant (few ten of meters) signal reading and real time monitoring.
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INTRODUCTION

The dosimetry is one of the crucial techniques that are needed to assure personal safety and facilities security in the areas of high radioactivity (10kGy – 10 MGY). Until now the existing solutions do not allow continuous monitoring as they cannot make in-situ readout.
The objective of this study is to develop an innovative concept based on miniaturized HPD (Hydrogen Pressure Dosimetry) measurement technique coupled with passive RF pressure transducers that can be interrogated wirelessly with a radar (Figure 1) [1].
The transducers principles are described in Figure 2. The irradiation will generate the outgassing of a polymer inside a micro-chamber. This overpressure leads to a deflection of a silicon membrane.
that modifies the resonant frequency of the RF resonator that can be wireless interrogated thanks to a radar.

![Figure 1: Sensor principle](image1)

![Figure 2: Transducers principle](image2)

1 **SPECIFICATIONS**

In today’s world, regardless the geographical position, there are more and more facilities where high radiation doses occur, including Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) or powerful experimental research infrastructure (LHC, XFEL, ITER) [2]. Actually, the radiation levels achieved by now are small in comparison to the levels that will be achieved in the future when new generation of nuclear reactors (including nuclear fusion) or SLHC experiments will be launched. Such radiation doses cause the serious damage in the constructing materials and thus, the monitoring of the absorbed dose is crucial in order to assure the safe operation of these facilities.

According to the recent data, the typical 1GW NPP is monitored by ~ 10000 sensors, which are mostly: 2500 pressure transmitters, 150 gamma radiation monitors, 100 thermocouples and some 20 neutron detectors. The measurement equipment is basically divided into four classes: nuclear, process, radiation monitoring and special. The measured radiation doses are totally different depending on the place and purpose of measurement. Basically, five classes of radiation doses measurement are made: Personal monitoring (low doses), Coolant loop monitoring (normally low doses), Out-core infrastructure (normally low doses), In-core doses and reactor vessel structural materials (high doses), Accident measurement (extremely high doses).

The high energy physics facilities have totally different operating mode than the nuclear plants, but also the extreme high doses occurs during the experiments. We have to take into account that such facilities does not work in continuous mode what means that most of the time they are not operational. Nevertheless, the doses of radiation emitted during the colliding cycle are extreme and may last a short time. Again, monitoring of such doses is very often needed in the places where structural materials should be protected for the safety operation of the facility.

In Table 1 is listed the typical parameters that have to be addressed depending on the high doses application of the sensor.

| Table 1: Dependency of main sensor parameters in a function of the application. |
|----------------------------------------|---|
| EWSHM 2014 - Nantes, France | 184 |
The solution for high dose monitoring exists widely on the market since a long time. There are a lot of methods, where most of them rely on the variation of physico-chemical parameters of the different materials: Polymer Alanine Dosimetry (PAD), Radioluminescent Dosimetry (RLD), Hydrogen Pressure Dosimetry (HPD), Thermo Luminescent Dosimetry (TLD) [3-4]. But the main problem with all these techniques is their readout. Even if now, we have all miniaturized equipment like spectrometers or other analyzers, we cannot make the in-situ readout. All of the sensors based on different crystals need to be taken from the measurement area and the readout must be done out-of-site. The online monitoring is then impossible.

2 MATERIAL STUDY

The transducer is done using 4 different materials (Figure 2): silicon as the structural material for movable membrane, metal for passive microwave elements (resonator, antenna), glass as the structural material for microwave component holder and finally the polymer that will outgas due to the radiolysis phenomena.

2.1 Polymer

The most important material that will be used for the sensor operation is a polymer that outgases due to the radiolysis phenomenon. Due to the ionizing radiation there are some effects on polymers that include: main chain rupture, side chain rupture, crosslinking, degradation, radiolysis, oxidation. The first four effects will affect mainly the mechanical properties of the polymer and the last one can be avoid using inert atmosphere.

The radiolysis effect is generally characterized by the radiation yield G equals to number of gas molecules that are released by 1 g of polymer for the 100eV of energy absorbed due to radiation. This G factor is strongly dependant on polymer composition (0.1 < G < 6) and decrease generally with dose [5].

After studying publication data, we chosen High Density PolyEthylene (HDPE) as it is done in classical HPD dosimetry.

- PE has a quite high radiation yield (G between 4 to 6 depending on the composition) and G factor is energy independent what means that the amount of the released gas is dose dependent only.
- PE releases mainly hydrogen what is caused by its simple structure. Then the outgassing effect should be not affected by the interaction between other gases and no hydrocarbons will be present inside the chamber. Generally hydrocarbons have non linear response.
- Water absorption by PE is quite low (< 0.01% for HDPE)
- PE has a high decomposition temperature (about 235 °C) that is interesting for the sensor fabrication process.
- The neutron interaction should not affect a lot the radiolysis effect even if PE is a good neutron stopper (as it contains a lot of hydrogen).
- PE dissolves easily in many solvents. So it should be possible to dose it precisely by using the pipette technique, that could be useful in our case.
- PE is the most common polymer with a simple composition and is then extremely cheap.

2.2 Glass
The main effect of gamma irradiation on glass is the densification that modify the mechanical properties and can then induce additional stresses and may affect the silicon membrane deflection, the quality of silicon/glass bonding or cause cracks inside the glass. For 10 MGY gamma dose (maximum for targeted applications), Pyrex densification is around 0.04%. Most of the glasses used in microfabrication contains Boron. This element(10B) reacts very easily with the thermal neutrons and then induce also material densification (0.08% for 10\(^{16}\) n/cm\(^2\) thermal neutron).

Concerning RF glass properties, we analyzed the shift of resonant frequency of a mmwave planar resonator used for the transducer and fabricated on glass substrate. The resonator (Figure 3) is obtained through 1\(\mu\)m thick aluminum layer deposited by PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) on a 1mm thick Corning-Pyrex 7740 substrate. Resonators have been irradiated by high energy electron (6 MeV) with doses ranged from 11 kGY to 166 kGY and only slight variation of spectral response has been noticed.

In a first approximation, the effect of irradiation on glass can be then neglected.

![Figure 3: Design of planar RF resonator](image)

2.3 Silicon
Silicon, from the mechanical point of view, is highly resistant to gamma and neutron irradiation. The only effect of neutron irradiation on silicon is a transmutation to phosphorus that induces a slight variation of Young modulus.

3 TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
The main critical step for the transducer fabrication concerns the silicon / glass anodic bonding with the HDPE. Indeed temperature around 450°C is generally used that is not compatible with HDPE properties.

A test structure has been designed and fabricated (Figure 4) to validate the technology. High Density PolyEthylene (HDPE) is included inside a micro-chamber fabricated with silicon / glass technology. This cavity is connected to a silicon membrane. The H\(_2\) gas generated by irradiation will then create an over pressure inside the cavity that deflects the silicon membrane and lead to the membrane breaking.
The fabrication process is the following. A mono-crystalline n-type double-side polished (100) silicon is first etched in KOH (80°C, 10M KOH) to fabricate HDPE cavity, flow-channel and membrane. Following this, first anodic bonding is performed on back side with glass substrate (Borofloat 33, Schott) in air at 450°C, 1000 V. After that, small portion (few mg) of HDPE is precisely placed inside the cavity and cured at 180°C in N₂. Finally anodic bonding is done with top side glass (Borofloat 33, Schott) cover in pure nitrogen (1 bar) at 300°C, 1200 V.

Test structures have been fabricated with different silicon membrane area (3mm x 3mm, 4mm x 4mm, 5mm x 5mm) and silicon membrane thickness around 30µm. Irradiations have been performed using high energy electron beam (6 MeV) with doses between 10kGy and 120kGy. The membrane breaking is obtained around 100kGy for 3mm x 3mm area, 80kGy for 4mm x 4mm area and 35kGy for 5mm x 5mm area. These results are consistent with analytical model of membrane breaking and validate two main points that are the hermetic sealing of the cavity at low temperature with HDPE and the strong outgasing of HDPE under irradiation [2].

![Figure 4: Schematics of first test structure](image)

### 4 Transducer Developments

#### 4.1 HDPE outgasing

Taking into account hydrogen out-gasing sensitivity around $4 \times 10^{-7}$ mole / g$_{HDPE}$/kGy (G factor equal to 4), the under pressure $P_g$ generated inside the micro-chamber (Volume $V_c$, internal pressure 1 bar) is given by relation 1:

$$P_g \ (\text{bar}) \approx 10^{-2} \frac{V_{HDPE}}{V_c} / kGy$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $V_{HDPE}$ is the HDPE volume (HDPE density equal to 0.95mg/mm$^3$).

For a typical HDPE volume (between 1 mm$^3$ and 10 mm$^3$), it is then possible to obtain under pressure around few bars for a large range of radiation dose (Table 2). The minimum $V_c$ volume is limited by the accuracy of the HDPE cavity filling ($V_c < V_{HDPE} / 10$). On the contrary, small $V_{HDPE}/V_c$ ratio are not difficult to obtain as we have just to reduce the HDPE cavity and increase the micro-chamber surface. Pressure around few bars is useful for the full dose range as the pressure is high enough to reduce the mechanical parasitic effects and low enough to be compatible with simple micro-structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose range</th>
<th>$V_{HDPE}/V_c$</th>
<th>$P_g$ (bars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 kGy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kGy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MGy</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MGy</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Typical ratio volume for different dose range giving few bar under pressure.
4.2 Test structure

Test structures have been designed in order to measure the silicon membrane deflection with an optical profiler after irradiation (Figure 5). Boss membrane has been chosen as it allows easier membrane deflection measurement and provides a quasi-uniform membrane displacement that will optimize the RF transducer sensitivity.

The process used is similar to the process described in §3. The cavity depth in glass 1 and the membrane thickness have been fixed respectively to 10µm and 50µm. With the dimensions described previously, the volumes of HDPE micro-cavity ($V_{HDPE}$) and cavity chamber ($V_c$) are equal respectively to 8.8mm$^3$ and 0.7mm$^3$. Figure 6 gives the expected under pressure $P_g$ generated for different ratio of HDPE cavity filling. The maximum volume of HDPE is a little bit lower than 8.8mm$^3$ (around 7.7mm$^3$) as the 50µm depth silicon channel reduce this potential volume. As it is also difficult to fill completely the HDPE cavity, a reasonable cavity filling between 25% and 50% is expected, that will give an overpressure between 0.3bar and 1bar for 100kGy. This overpressure leads to a membrane deflection between 1µm and 3µm that is high enough for easy measurements.

Irradiations on test structures are in progress and results will be given during the conference.

![Figure 5: Test structure with boss silicon membrane](image)

Top : cross section drawing, Bottom : mask view
CONCLUSION

The first prototypes of miniature cavity with integrated polymer have been fabricated and the principle of hydrogen outgasing has been validated by silicon membrane breaking under over pressure. The ongoing works are focused on the polymer outgasing sensitivity using silicon membrane deflection. The next step will be the integration of hydrogen micro-cavity and MEMS pressure sensor.
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Figure 6 : Expected under pressure $P_g$ generated for different ratio of HDPE cavity filling and for 100kGy